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Abstract 
Natural network-structured hydrogels (e.g. bacterial cellulose (BC)) can be synthesised with 
specific artificial hydrogels (e.g. poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)(PHEMA)) to form a tougher and 
stronger nanofibre-reinforced composite hydrogel, which possesses micro- and nano-porous structure. 
These synthetic hydrogels exhibit a number of advantages for biomedical applications, such as good 
biocompatibility and better permeability for molecules to pass through. In this paper, the mechanical 
properties of this nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel containing BC and PHEMA have been characterised 
in terms of their tangent modulus and fracture stress/strain by uniaxial compressive testing. Numerical 
simulations based on Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic theory are also conducted to understand the internal 
stress distribution and possible failure of the nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel under compression. By 
comparing the mechanical characteristics of BC, PHEMA, and PHEMA-based nanofibre reinforced 
hydrogel (BC-PHEMA) under the compression, it is possible to develop a suitable scaffold for tissue 
engineering on the basis of fundamental understanding of mechanical and fracture behaviours of 
nanofibre-reinforced hydrogels. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Hydrogels, categorised as two groups based on their natural and artificial origins, possesses 
rubber-like mechanical properties 1. For over five decades, hydrogels as one of the most viable 
biomaterials are used in biomedical disciplines, for instance, surgical sealant films or soft tissue 
implant. Excellent biocompatibility and suitable mechanical strength are seen as the primary 
advantages offered by natural hydrogels (e.g. collagen2, fibrin3) in these applications. However, there 
exist some issues, such as high cost, limited natural source, and risk of contamination. Artificial 
synthesised hydrogels are finding more uses due to the low cost and highly reproducible with 
controlled chemical structure, but tend to possess poor biocompatibility and low toughness. For 
example, the maximum tangent modulus of the most tough synthesised hydrogel (e.g. PHEMA) is 2~4 
MPa, which is still much lower than some natural tissues, e.g. articular cartilage4.  In order to improve 
biocompatibility, mechanical strength and allow low cost fabrication, a number of routes to improve the 
toughness of gels by modifying hydrogels have been reported in literature5,6,7,8, including the uses of 
micro- and nano-fibres to reinforce the hydrogels9,10. 
Nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel as a tough and strong gel matrix is physically synthesised by 
blending two types of hydrogels, e.g. PHEMA and bacterial cellulose. In such case, original hydrogel 
usually acts as micro- or nanofibres to achieve the reinforcement of the composite hydrogel, by 
constructing its internal network structure similar to the reinforced concrete. The nanofibres can be 
short fibres like woven11, polymer fibrils formed by polyvinyl alcohol12, or bacterial cellulose13. Such 
fibre-reinforced hydrogels can exhibit high strength, high tolerance to tensile strain, and good fracture 
toughness. There have been some experimental investigations on such synthesised hydrogels, 
however, theoretical analysis are highly demanded to elaborate the detailed mechanism of fracture of 
the nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel, for instance, through numerical method. 
In the present study, bacterial cellulose (BC), an ultrafine-fibre network produced by bacteria of 
genus Acetobacter14,15, has been utilised as nano-fibrous scaffold to be blended with PHEMA, aiming 
to establish a novel kind of nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel with enhanced mechanical strength. The 
mechanical characteristics of the nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel, in terms of the stress-strain 
correlation, the relationship between tangent modulus and strain, and the fracture mechanism, are 
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thereby investigated through experiments and numerical simulation. Using finite element analysis 
(FEA) technique16, the developed model based on Mooney-Rivlin theory (hyperelasticity) was also 
validated by experimental results to simulate the network structure of composite hydrogel, in order to 
understand the fracture mechanism of the reinforced hydrogel.  
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1 Sample preparation 
Preparation of Bacterial Cellulose: Acetobacter Xylinum ATCC53582 was statically cultured within 
Hestrin and Schramm medium under 30℃ for 20 days. The Hestrin and Schramm medium consists of 
D-glucose (20 g/L), peptone (5 g/L), yeast extract (5 g/L), dibasic sodium phosphate (2.7 g/L) and 
citric acid (1.5 g/L). After the culturing process, the obtained bacterial cellulose hydrogel was soaked 
in distilled water for 48 hours after the extraction from the culture medium. Finally, the bacterial 
cellulose hydrogel was boiled in the solution of sodium hydroxide (1% weight of water) for 30 min, 
then washed by distilled water again for 2 hours in order to make the hydrogel reach a neutral pH 
value. 
Synthesis of nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel: The PHEMA hydrogel material was prepared based 
on the same chemical reagents as that was reported in the literatures17,18. It is synthesised using 
HEMA solution (70 wt% of hydroxyethyl methacrylate and 30 wt% of water solvent), cross-linker 
EGDMA (0.1 mol% of HEMA) and catalyzer TEMED (1.4% weight of HEMA). Before the 
polymerization, the specimen of BC was immersed in this mixed HEMA solution for at least 48 hours, 
which can allow the HEMA solution to fill the nano-gaps between fibres of BC. Then, the sample of BC 
which was fully filled with HEMA was immersed into the ammonium persulfate solution (20% weight of 
water), to initiate the polymerisation of HEMA. The polymerising reaction was completed by 60% 
within one hour19, 20, and was finished until the catalyzer TEMED was fully consumed during the 
formation of chains of PHEMA around the nanofibre of BC. 
Swelling and washing of nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel: After the synthesis of the BC-PHEMA 
nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel, a swelling and washing process had to be performed releasing the 
constraint between PHEMA chains after reaction and the removal of the water-soluble contaminations 
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or incomplete reacted molecules, respectively21. The nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel specimen was 
firstly sunk into one litre of 50 vol% ethanol aqueous solution for 4 hours, then removed from 50 vol% 
ethanol solution and immediately transferred into 40 vol% ethanol solution for another 4 hours to 
dilute the ethanol sucked in the specimen. This process was repeated by decreasing the 
concentration of ethanol solution by 10 vol% each time until ethanol content in the solution reached 
zero. This process can fulfil the dual purpose of both swelling and washing of the hydrogel specimen 
at the same time. 
Freeze-drying of hydrogel specimens: The above prepared hydrogels have to be fully dried prior 
to the SEM observation. Air-drying of the polymers, especially hydrogels, causes collapse and 
shrinkage of specimen at the gas-liquid interface. Thus, laboratory freeze-drying equipment (FD-1-50, 
Boyikang Ltd.) was used in this study to remove the water content in the specimens. The water 
content are firstly frozen together with the specimen, then removed in a supercritical state by high 
degree of vacuum, so that no gas-liquid interface present within the specimen during the drying. Thus, 
drying without collapse and shrinkage of specimen can be achieved. 
 
2.2 Mechanical compression  
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of compressive testing of hydrogel specimens immersed in aqueous solution to 
keep a constant swelling environment. 
 
An Instron Series 3366 Model of compressive test apparatus with 2kN load cell was used to carry 
out mechanical compression tests. The error of measured displacement was approximately ±0.05%, 
and the error of detected load was within ±0.5%. The testing configuration was designed to obtain the 
stress-strain curve and ultimate strength of BC, PHEMA and the nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel (BC-
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PHEMA) specimens under compression. The hydrogels were prepared and cut into cylindrical 
specimens of 20 mm diameter and 10 mm height. As is shown in Figure 1, the specimen was placed 
in a container filled with diluted water, as an aqueous environment during the testing which 
guarantees the constant swelling and hydration conditions of hydrogel, e.g. fully swollen state. The 
compressive speed 0.5 mm/s was used with a 0.05 N preload being applied on the test specimen. 
 
2.3 Numerical simulation 
Numerical simulation was carried out to establish predictive model on mechanical behaviour of 
hydrogels using COMSOL Multiphysics software (Burlington, MA, USA). The core of the simulation is 
the theoretical model for the materials, which is used to understand the mechanical behaviour of 
hydrogels. 
In theory, hydrogels can be regarded as an incompressible hyperelastic material22, like an ideal 
rubber which is highly deformable and recoverable without volume change during deformation. 
According to the simulation theories for hydrogel in literature23,24, Mooney-Rivlin Theory25,26 was best 
used theoretical basis for the description of the hyperelastic compressive behaviour of hydrogels. In 
this work, Mooney-Rivlin model was also employed to predict the mechanical deformation of BC, 
PHEMA and the nanofibre-reinforced hydrogel (BC-PHEMA). The constitutive formula26 of Mooney-
Rivlin model is therefore given by: 
𝑊(𝐼1, 𝐼2) = 𝐶10(𝐼1 − 3) + 𝐶01(𝐼2 − 3)                                              Eqn.1 
where, W denotes the strain energy density function; I1 and I2 are first and second invariant of the 
unimodular component of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. While C10 and C01, are the 
temperature-dependent constants which can be derived by analysing the stress-strain data from 
uniaxial compression or tension test. By replacing the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor with 
engineering stress (σ) and stretch ratio (λ), the constitutive formula of Mooney-Rivlin model can be 
derived as: 
𝜎
2(𝜆−𝜆−2) = 𝐶10 + 𝐶01𝜆                                                           Eqn. 2 
 Hence, Mooney-Rivlin model of a hyperelastic material can be determined based on Equation (2) 
where the engineering stress and stretch ratio can be obtained through compressive or tensile testing. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Microstructural Characteristics of PHEMA-based Natural Nanofibre-reinforced 
Hydrogel 
 
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of PHEMA (a,d), BC (b,e) and BC-PHEMA (c,f) hydrogel specimens by Scanning 
electron microscope. (f) is the enlarged central layer which is shown in (c). PHEMA has high compactness at 
microscale; BC is a network constructed by nanofibres; BC-PHEMA is a porous structure. 
 
The microstructures of the fabricated BC-PHEMA hydrogel and its components BC and PHEMA 
hydrogel were examined by SEM, and the results are shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2a & 2d, the 
microstructure of PHEMA hydrogel exhibits good uniformity and high compactness, because PHEMA 
hydrogel is polymerized from homogeneous aqueous solution with discrete uniform density. However, 
according to Figure 2b & 2e, BC can be characterized as an ultrafine network structure. The distance 
between fibres within the cellulose network are in a range from 100nm to 1μm, which is in a good 
agreement with the data reported in literature27,28. Interestingly, the composite nanofibre-reinforced 
hydrogel consists of two layers, surface layer and central layer shown in Figure 2c. The two layers 
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exhibit quite distinct textures. According to an investigation on the texture of BC27, the surface layer 
was formed at the interface between culture broth and the external environment (air) during culture 
process, and characterised as compact cellulose network structure which is more concentrated than 
the networks of the central layer. Iguchi et al. 29 explained the function of the surface layer that 
bacteria intend to construct a ‘cage’ to protect themselves from heavy-metal ions or other kind of 
bacteria, but still leave small gaps allowing nutrients (small molecules) can to be supplied easily by 
diffusion. Whereas, the central layer is constructed less concentrated because it acts as scaffolds 
allowing bacteria to attach, proliferate and spread. In this study, the thickness of this surface layer 
increases through the polymerisation of PHEMA around the nanofibres of BC. Beneath the surface 
layer approximately 30μm thick, the composited hydrogel has microporous structure inside the central 
layer. The formation of these micropores is attributed to the gas bubbles involved during its culturing 
process, prior to the synthesis of the reinforced hydrogel. The size and density of bubbles are both 
depending on the size and distribution of the microporous structure of BC. Treatment of the sample 
with in the vacuum before the polymerisation progress, will helpcan reduceing the numbers of bubbles, 
thereby achieving the better control of the final porosity of composited reinforced hydrogel BC-
PHEMA. When the BC is immersed into the HEMA solution, HEMA solution will infiltrate the BC 
network from the surface to inside of the structure. Such infiltration is driven by the capillary pressure 
and osmotic pressure because HEMA solution and BC are both hydrophilic. At the same time, gas 
bubbles deep inside the BC network will prevent the further infiltration of HEMA solution. Thus, HEMA 
solution cannot completely fill the micropores deep inside BC, but still infiltrate into the inside BC 
along the nanofibres, until HEMA solution reaches saturation inside BC. After the reaction of 
polymerization, the porous structure of the reinforced hydrogel is formed by the solidified PHEMA 
around the nano-fibrous scaffold of BC. 
In order to quantify the size of the pores in the central layer of composited reinforced hydrogel 
(BC-PHEMA), a statistical analysis has been carried out, based on the diameter values of 288 pores 
which are measured from SEM photographs. Figure 3a illustrates the distribution of the diameter 
values. Accordingly, over 76% pores in the reinforced hydrogel fall primarily in the range of 0.45~0.65 
μm, with an average value of 0.57 μm, which represents the quantified size of the micropores in the 
central layer of the composited reinforced hydrogel. Thus, the porosity of the central layer of the 
composited reinforced hydrogel can be figured outestimated as 4.51%, which has a good match with 
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the porosity values of mandibular condyle (3.5%)30, and femoral shaft (approximately 5%)31. 
 
Figure 3. (a) The distribution of the micropore sizes. Diameter data were collected based on 288 pores from the 
SEM photograph of the reinforced hydrogel. (b) The distribution of the nanofibre diameters. Diameter data 
were collected based on 140 nanofibres from the SEM photographs of the Bacterial Cellulose (BC). Such results 
have strong agreement with the work32 by Ying Li, et al. 
 
3.2 Mechanical Characteristics of PHEMA-based Natural Nanofibre-reinforced 
Hydrogel 
To investigate the mechanical characteristics of the reinforced hydrogel and to examine the 
reproducibility of the results from compressive tests, three groups of experimental compressive test 
have been carried out on the specimens with the same dimensions. The stress-strain curves for the 
reinforced hydrogel BC-PHEMA specimens are presented in Figure 4a, with the corresponding 
tangent modulus (also known as instantaneous modulus33), being estimated to the first derivative of 
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the stress-strain curve at each data point, as plotted in Figure 4b. The value of each point of tangent 
modulus in Figure 4b is derived by smoothing every 3 data points nearby, based on the method 
reported by Screen H. et al. 34. At a compressive strain (ε) varying from zero to 40%, from Figure 4a, 
the hydrogel samples of each test exhibit identical nonlinear behaviour. As the compressive strain is 
further increased, the hydrogel specimens begin to reach their ultimate strength and a point of 
fracture. The strains that have caused failures are predominantly in the range of 0.46~0.48, which 
corresponds to a range of failure stresses within 1.76~1.90 MPa.  
 
Figure 4. (a) Compressive stress versus deformation strain of five different identically sized specimen of the 
reinforced hydrogel (BC-PHEMA). The breaking strain locates around 0.47. (b) Tangent modulus with respect to 
strain. During the linear increase stage, the compression is primarily resisted by PHEMA. In the nonlinear 
increase stage, the compression is primarily resisted by BC, the nanofibre network. 
 
According to Figure 4b, before the material fractured, the tangent modulus (E) increases with the 
increase of strain. It indicated the nonlinear deformation characteristics of BC-PHEMA specimen 
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under compression. The tangent modulus E increases from 0.97 MPa (E0) (at ε=0.01) to 11.56 MPa 
(Eu) (at ε=0.45), which is the maximum strain that the material can subdue before fracture. These 
tangent modulus are within the strength range of articular cartilage (4~10 MPa)35,36 indicating that 
reinforce hydrogel can meet the requirement of mechanical strength as a replacement of articular 
cartilage. Besides, three distinct regions can be identified from the curve of tangent modulus to strain: 
1) linear increase at initial stage, 2) nonlinear increase at the second stage, and 3) irregular decrease 
after failure stage. Before compression (ε=0), the nanofibres of BC material were at their relaxing 
state and embraced by PHEMA. In the compressive strain range of 0~0.2, the nanofibre network was 
compressed in axial direction and stretched in radial direction in the cylindrical specimen. The 
compression can only cause the deformation of the nanofibre network from their relaxing state to 
stressing state, causing resist force against the compression. The compression is primarily endured 
by PHEMA at this stage. As the compressive strain is further increased, nanofibres in the bulk 
material were completely under the stressed state. In the strain range of 0.2~0.5, the resist force 
against the compression was mainly induced by the nanofibre networks, and the PHEMA matrix in the 
material still played an important role in resistance to the compressive force to maintain the network 
structure of nanofibres. If the strain is beyond the ultimate compressive strength of the BC-PHEMA 
material, the potential failure on both PHEMA matrix and the nanofibres originated from BC is likely to 
occur, thus lead to the fracture of BC-PHEMA material. 
On the basis of three groups of experimental data from the compressive tests on PHEMA, BC 
and the reinforced hydrogel BC-PHEMA specimens, the fracture stress, fracture strain, ultimate 
tangent modulus and initial tangent modulus are summarised in Table 1 respectively. PHEMA, as one 
of the strongest artificial synthesised hydrogels which is highly resistant to compression, gives a large 
initial tangent modulus E0 (Young’s modulus) about 0.85 MPa. During the compressive test, the 
tangent modulus increases with the increase of strain due to the hyperelastic responses of PHEMA 
material, and reaches the peak value Eu at approximately 2.48 MPa near the strain at 0.5, prior to the 
fracture of the fracture of the specimens. As for pure BC specimens, no fracture stress and strain was 
observed during the compressive test, because the limit of the applied maximum load (2 kN) which is 
smaller than the fracture strength of BC. However, it is apparent to see that both E0 and Eu values from 
the BC specimens are much smaller than those of PHEMA. These results indicate that BC is highly 
deformable but much softer than PHEMA. According to the results for BC-PHEMA from Table 1, the 
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initial tangent modulus E0 of BC-PHEMA is higher than those of both PHEMA and BC, especially 
almost 8 times larger than BC’s initial tangent modulus. The BC-PHEMA hydrogel fractured at the 
compressive stress of 1.83 MPa, when the specimen is compressed by approximately 47% in strain. 
This fracture of BC-PHEMA gives an ultimate tangent modulus Eu at around 10 MPa, which is over 3 
times larger than that of PHEMA, and 20 times larger than that of BC. Thus, the results in Table 1 
indicate that the BC-PHEMA hydrogel is harder and more resistant to compressive strain than both of 
its origins, PHEMA and BC, because the nanofibres of BC reinforced the micro-structure and 
improved the mechanical strength of the material. 
Table 1. Results from compressive tests on three groups of hydrogel specimens 
Sample Fracture stress 
[MPa] 
Fracture strain Ultimate tangent 
modulus (Eu) [MPa] 
Initial tangent 
modulus (E0) [MPa] 
PHEMA 0.53±0.03 0.50±0.03 2.48±0.23 0.85±0.01 
BC - - 0.43±0.08 0.11±0.01 
BC-PHEMA 1.83±0.07 0.47±0.01 10.01±0.42 0.97±0.02 
 
To numerically characterise the behaviour of BC, PHEMA and BC-PHEMA hydrogel, the 
simulations with an aim to describing the responses of each material to compression, in terms of 
stress-strain curve, are established. According to literatures23,25, where the hyperelastic theory is 
adopted in the implementation of modelling. The Mooney-Rivlin coefficients C01 and C10 are individually 
calculated through the stress-strain curve of specimens from each hydrogel. Figure 5 affirmed that the 
best fittings of the stress-strain curves derived from compression tests of three types of hydrogels can 
be achieved by simulations in terms of their mechanical behaviour under compression. As it clearly 
presented, the BC-PHEMA hydrogel is the strongest among the three hydrogels, whilst the BC is the 
weakest. For instance, the stress value of the BC-PHEMA hydrogel was approximately 1.25 MPa, 
which is three times larger than the stress (0.43 MPa) of PHEMA hydrogel and thirty times larger than 
the stress (0.041 MPa) of BC at the strain of 0.4. This significant change of mechanical properties is 
primarily attributed to the nanofibres of cellulose which act as interconnected networks underneath 
PHEMA matrix in the BC-PHEMA hydrogel thus the reinforcement of the matrix can be achieved with 
the high mechanical strength observed from BC-PHEMA hydrogel. However, in Figure 5, it indicates 
the constraints of the numerical modelling that it failed to predict the failure behaviour of the materials, 
and their internal characteristics due to the fracture of nanofibres or the crack of PHEMA matrix. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of uniaxial compressive test data and curve fitting through Mooney-Rivlin model based 
simulations, for the specimens of PHEMA, BC and reinforced hydrogel (BC-PHEMA). 
 
To gain fundamental understanding on the failure of the BC-PHEMA hydrogel, the micro-structure 
which can reflect the interactions between nanofibres and PHEMA matrix under compressive 
conditions has been built into the numerical simulation. The geometry of modelling is based on a 
cubic element extracted from the schematic structure of the reinforced hydrogel which exhibits as 
PHEMA matrix embedded with inter-crossed nanofibres. As is illustrated in Figure 6a, a size at 4*4*4 
μm3 of cubic structure embracing several inter-crossed nanofibres (diameter32 at 100 nm, also 
referenced to the averaged diameter of nanofibres shown in Figure 3b) is constructed in modelling. 
Bacterial cellulose, as the inserted nanofibres in the structure, provides a soft but compact 
reinforcement to the cubic PHEMA hydrogel substrate. Thus, the simulation results in terms of Von 
Mises stress distribution in Pascal of the nanofibres under different compressive strain at 20% and 50% 
are obtained and presented in Figure 6c and Figure 6e, respectively. The 20% strain were selected to 
represent the initial turning point to the nonlinear tangent modulus and 50% is close to the fracture 
strain as seen in Figure 4b. To clearly illustrate the stress distribution of nanofibres, the PHEMA matrix 
has been made invisible. As results, the numerical simulations quantitatively evaluated that the 
maximum stress on the nanofibres under 20% compressive strain is 0.566 MPa (Figure 6c), and the 
maximum stress on the nanofibres under 50% compressive strain is 1.585 MPa (Figure 6e).  
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Figure 6. 3D modelling based on a cubic element from reinforced hydrogel with size of  4*4*4 [μm3] (a,c,e). 2D 
modelling based on a squared sliced element from reinforced hydrogel with size of  4*4*0.1 [μm3] (b,d,f) . The 
original 3D and 2D structures are shown in (a) and (b) without stress or deformation. Internal stress (Von Mises) 
distribution in Pascal with respect to different compressive strain 20% (c&d) and 50% (e&f).  
 
Table 2. Geometry Dimensions and Simulation Results under 20% and 50% Strain 
  2D modelling 3D modelling 
Geometry 
Dimension of matrix [μm3] 4*4  4*4*4 
Dimension of fibres [nm] Wide: 100  Ø100 
20% strain 
Maximum stress on nanofibres [MPa] 0.425  0.566 
Maximum stress on PHEMA matrix [MPa] 0.528 - 
50% strain 
Maximum stress on nanofibres [MPa] 1.527  1.585 
Maximum stress on PHEMA matrix [MPa]  0.796 - 
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It has been found difficult to understand the interactions between PHEMA matrix and BC 
nanofibres based on the 3D modelling (Figure 6a, 6c, 6e). Therefore, to gain the Von Mises stress 
distribution at the interface between PHEMA matrix and nanofibres, two dimensional model at size of 
4*4 μm2, with insertion of inter-crossed nanofibres are built in the numerical simulation (see Figure 6b). 
The simulations were performed based on the same parameters of material properties and Mooney-
Rivlin coefficients used in 3D modelling. The geometry dimensions and simulation results are thus 
summarised in Table 2. In terms of the Von Mises stress distribution with respect to 20% and 50% 
compressive strains, the simulation results are illustrated and compared in Figure 6d and 6f, 
respectively. According to the colour range shown in Figure 6d, it is noticeable that the stress is evenly 
distributed in both PHEMA matrix and nanofibres under 20% compressive strain, though it is slightly 
concentrated at the inter-cross junctions of nanofibres. However, under 50% compressive strain in 
Figure 6f, the stress is mainly applied on the nanofibres and related junctions, thereby resulted in 
large stress differences between the nanofibres and PHEMA matrix. This large stress gradient shown 
in Figure 6f is also indicated from the Table 2 that the maximum stress on nanofibres (1.527 MPa) is 
nearly two times larger than that on PHEMA matrix (0.796 MPa) under 50% compressive strain. Due 
to this large stress differences, the fracture of the reinforced hydrogel BC-PHEMA was probably 
initiated at the interface between nanofibres and PHEMA matrix. This result implies that within the 
strain range 0~20%, the resistant force against the compression is primarily facilitated by PHEMA, but 
assisted by nanofibres. However, within the strain range 20%~50%, PHEMA matrix is likely to reach 
its ultimate strength, as such the compression was primarily withheld by nanofibres.  
 
Figure 7. Scanning electron micrographs of compressed reinforce hydrogel in (a) 20% compressive strain and (b) 
50% compressive strain with material failure. Sample preparation via freeze drying process. 
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According to the Fracture stress of PHEMA hydrogel at approximately 0.53 strain, which is 
summarised in Table 1, it can be found that the failure of the PHEMA matrix in BC-PHEMA material is 
potentially occurred below 20% compressive strain based on the results from Table 2. When the 
strains are over 20%, nanofibre networks play a significant role in the strengthening of BC-PHEMA 
hydrogel. Thus, the failure of the BC-PHEMA material at 50% compressive strain may be caused by: i) 
fracture of the nanofibres and ii) separation of the nanofibres from PHEMA matrix. In order to validate 
this mechanism of failure, SEM examinations on the texture of BC-PHEMA hydrogel was conducted 
under 20% and 50% compressive strain and results are shown in Figure 7a and 7b. These specimens 
were prepared through freeze-drying method to remove the water content from the hydrogels, hence, 
the stressed status of specimens can maintained during the freeze-drying process. The cross-
sections of the specimens were made after the freeze-drying process followed by the observation 
using SEM. From Figure 7a, the original porous structure (Figure 2f) has been compressed and 
condensed due to the 20% compressive strain, but the nanofibres are still underneath the PHEMA 
matrix. Under 50% of compressive strain (Figure 7b), the microstructure of the BC-PHEMA hydrogel 
was crumbled and the nanofibres emerged from the underneath of PHEMA. Table 3 listed the 
comparison of simulation results and experimental results in this study. The results observed from 
Figure 7b was supported by the simulation that the large stress difference existed in the material 
under large 50% strain (Figure 6f), and such large stress difference has caused the separation of the 
nanofibres from PHEMA matrix. Therefore, the fracture of the reinforced hydrogel BC-PHEMA under 
compression is primarily due to the separation of nanofibres and PHEMA matrix. 
Table 3. Summary of Simulation results Versus Experimental observation  
Compressive strain From 0 to ultimate 20% 50% 
Simulation results Dashed lines in Figure 5 
Figure 6c & 6d. Internal 
stress is evenly 
distributed 
Figure 6e & 6f. Interface 
between nanofibres and 
PHEMA is highly 
stressed 
Experimental results Solid lines in Figure 5 
Figure 7a. Microporous 
structure is squeezed, 
no fracture observed. 
Figure 7b. Fracture 
observed: nanofibres 
separated from PHEMA. 
Conclusions 
Mooney-Rivlin theory 
can describe the 
mechanical behaviour of 
PHEMA, BC, and BC-
PHEMA accurately. 
Microstructure inside 
BC-PHEMA is 
recoverable under small 
deformation. 
Highly stressed interface 
causes separation of 
fibres and PHEMA, 
thereby cause material 
failure.  
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4. Conclusions 
As a new class of nanofibre-reinforced hydrogels, a tough and strong PHEMA-based nanofibre 
reinforced hydrogel (BC-PHEMA) which is synthesised through a mixture of artificial hydrogel 
(PHEMA) and natural hydrogel (bacterial cellulose) has been intensively investigated in this paper. At 
microscale level, SEM observation has confirmed that the BC-PHEMA hydrogel exhibits porous 
structure with 0.57 μm average diameter of pores. As the result of the microstructural change, the 
mechanical properties of such reinforced hydrogel have been significantly enhanced; for instance, the 
ultimate tangent modulus of the BC-PHEMA can three times and ten times higher than PHEMA and 
BC, respectively. According to the inter-relationship between tangent modulus and the compressive 
strain, the deformation and fracture behaviour of the reinforced hydrogel BC-PHEMA have to be 
considered at microscale level, given the complex microstructure due to BC nanofibres present in the 
PHEMA matrix. To elaborate the fracture physics and fundamental mechanism of mechanical 
behaviour of the BC-PHEMA hydrogel under compression, numerical simulations demonstrated its 
usefulness in deriving various data to describe the deformation process based on Mooney-Rivlin 
hyperelastic theory. The curve fitting through simulation has been performed, and the results showed 
a strong agreement to the experimental data. The simulation which are strongly supported by 
experimental results indicates the potential deformation mechanism of BC-PHEMA under the 
compression, which are involved: i) within small deformation/strain (<20%), the PHEMA matrix was 
primarily subject to the compressive stress against the compression loading; ii) When the 
deformation/strain is over 20%, nanofibres were also under the compression being subject to certain 
compressive stress, in such way, the reinforcement of PHEMA matrix through BC nanofibres may be 
achieved; and iii) the fracture of the BC-PHEMA hydrogel as the results of high compression strain 
(strain ≧50%) is hardly recoverable which is primarily attributed to the high degree of separation of 
nanofibres from PHEMA matrix. 
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